
Dear friends and sponsors,
The Caminul Felix Ministry in Romania 
is a fine place of  peace and work. Peace 
since we have found our homes, and 
work since there is a whole lot of  toiling 
towards confidence and a full life.  But 
you see it come so powerfully.  Marcel 
and the Felix parents are God sent.  
Their commitment carries the Ministry.

Caminul Felix in Romania is going to 
celebrate 20 years by May 18, 19 and 20.  
The Leadership board has suggested a 
Villa Felix to be built.  It gives supported 
living for the young adolescents that need 
closeness to their Felix families and still 
have moved out to an independent living.  
That is quite a beautiful concept, identified by the parents that know what is important in the young 
one’s lives.  Lots of  people will be coming.  How wonderful is this!

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lars Hornberg  
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Felix Family Zimbabwe
Africa is a diverse place and to the senses very rich continent. Even though parts of  Africa are 
developing fast, there are still many millions of  abandoned children, and it is a problem not likely solved 
in a short term future. In some places, a whole parent generation is absent, having either passed away 
from disease, war, hunger, or forced by extreme poverty to work away from their families.

At best, the children left live with a grandparent. Often they grow up in child-headed families. They are 
vulnerable, live hand-to-mouth, and struggle to break the poverty cycle. 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jesper Hornberg - executive director

Latest reports
Felix Family Thailand
Felix Family Village in Thailand had its annual board meeting in March. It was a good one.  Lisa 
Egerbo and pastors K and Mana, along with the Thai parents lead the fine Ministry wonderfully. In just 
weeks the seventh home will be opened.  The family is waiting for it - we all rejoice. I am proud to see 
the concept of  family being implemented also in Thailand.
Needs in Thailand are now the three remaining homes, and the Gathering house - a facility for seminars of  
parents, gathering for all children and evenings of  celebration.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	


